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MealsMealsMealsMeals

Friday Lunch is at the Campground!    11:30 AM  to  2:00 PMFriday Lunch is at the Campground!    11:30 AM  to  2:00 PMFriday Lunch is at the Campground!    11:30 AM  to  2:00 PMFriday Lunch is at the Campground!    11:30 AM  to  2:00 PM

Friday Dinner is at the Rockefeller Lodge   -   Serving starts at 7:00  ( It's a party … all attend )Friday Dinner is at the Rockefeller Lodge   -   Serving starts at 7:00  ( It's a party … all attend )Friday Dinner is at the Rockefeller Lodge   -   Serving starts at 7:00  ( It's a party … all attend )Friday Dinner is at the Rockefeller Lodge   -   Serving starts at 7:00  ( It's a party … all attend )

Saturday Breakfast is at the Campground for campers and at the Lodge for Lodgers!Saturday Breakfast is at the Campground for campers and at the Lodge for Lodgers!Saturday Breakfast is at the Campground for campers and at the Lodge for Lodgers!Saturday Breakfast is at the Campground for campers and at the Lodge for Lodgers!

Saturday Lunch is at the Campground …. Burgers, Dogs, Brats, and …..Saturday Lunch is at the Campground …. Burgers, Dogs, Brats, and …..Saturday Lunch is at the Campground …. Burgers, Dogs, Brats, and …..Saturday Lunch is at the Campground …. Burgers, Dogs, Brats, and …..

Saturday Dinner is at the Campground …. Serving starts at 6:30 PM  (Dusk)Saturday Dinner is at the Campground …. Serving starts at 6:30 PM  (Dusk)Saturday Dinner is at the Campground …. Serving starts at 6:30 PM  (Dusk)Saturday Dinner is at the Campground …. Serving starts at 6:30 PM  (Dusk)

Sunday Breakfast is a full spread at the Campground.  Check out and head that way!Sunday Breakfast is a full spread at the Campground.  Check out and head that way!Sunday Breakfast is a full spread at the Campground.  Check out and head that way!Sunday Breakfast is a full spread at the Campground.  Check out and head that way!

Friday ArrivalsFriday ArrivalsFriday ArrivalsFriday Arrivals

8:30 AM ish First Volunteers arriveFirst Volunteers arriveFirst Volunteers arriveFirst Volunteers arrive and start to set up the Campground!   This looks like chaos …. But it's really controlled confusion :-)

10:00 AM ish Registration is openRegistration is openRegistration is openRegistration is open from 10 until we quit!  Everyone needs to register and get nametags.  Those are your meal tickets :-)

11:00 AM ish First Shuttle to First Shuttle to First Shuttle to First Shuttle to LodgeLodgeLodgeLodge begins and runs continously.   Pick up times are roughly on the half hour.   We try to leave the campground

at the top and bottom of the hour  ( 12/6) and leave the  Lodge Lobby  on the quarter hour  (3/9).

11:30 AM ish Lunch is served!Lunch is served!Lunch is served!Lunch is served!  Hot grilled sandwiches of your choice plust all the fixings.  Made to order!

1:00 PM SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARP First Shuttle to the First Shuttle to the First Shuttle to the First Shuttle to the trailstrailstrailstrails if we have a group.   The longest trial is about 3 hours so everyone has to be off the trails by 5:00 PM for safety!

Gather up at in the front campground area and form groups based on which trails you want to hike.   We just need to know who is 

going and where they want to be dropped off so we know who is supposed to be picked up and approximatley when.

There are short trails available as well.  Some as short as  30 minutes as well as stops at Mather Lodge.

2:00 PM SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARP Shuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile MuesemShuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile MuesemShuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile MuesemShuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile Muesem.  We will leave you for one one hour and pick you up at 3:00.   If you like, we will take you to 

Petit Jean Overlook where the flight pictures are being taken.

2:45 PM ish Drop off at Mather Lodge for shopping and look seeDrop off at Mather Lodge for shopping and look seeDrop off at Mather Lodge for shopping and look seeDrop off at Mather Lodge for shopping and look see.  Shuttle will pick up Museum folks and get you on the next trip!

2:55 PM SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARP Shuttle to Rockfeller MuseumShuttle to Rockfeller MuseumShuttle to Rockfeller MuseumShuttle to Rockfeller Museum if any interested and pick up of the 2:00 PM group!and pick up of the 2:00 PM group!and pick up of the 2:00 PM group!and pick up of the 2:00 PM group!

3:00 PM ish Intro to Formation Flight Discussion under the Dinner Tent.Intro to Formation Flight Discussion under the Dinner Tent.Intro to Formation Flight Discussion under the Dinner Tent.Intro to Formation Flight Discussion under the Dinner Tent.  Basic introduction and discussion of what you might see in a demo ride.

If we have enough interest, we will try to schedule ride-alongs on Saturday!  There will be some formation flying Saturday afternoon.

Alll ride-alongs must sign a separate full liablity release up front for any formation flight !

5:00 PM  ish Expecting everyone off the trials and back to the Campground or Lodge to get ready for dinner at 7:00

6:00 PM ish Shuttles run to Lodge for Dinner.Shuttles run to Lodge for Dinner.Shuttles run to Lodge for Dinner.Shuttles run to Lodge for Dinner.  Full sit down dinner spread, with games, entertainment, and RV Bingo!

Cash bar before, during, and after dinner!

Your Photos from Arrivals will be playing on the big screen. Your Photos from Arrivals will be playing on the big screen. Your Photos from Arrivals will be playing on the big screen. Your Photos from Arrivals will be playing on the big screen. 

6:30 PM ish Dinner is served …..  We'll be playing RV Flying Utubes and Travel Videos during dinner.   Might even have a speaker or two.Dinner is served …..  We'll be playing RV Flying Utubes and Travel Videos during dinner.   Might even have a speaker or two.Dinner is served …..  We'll be playing RV Flying Utubes and Travel Videos during dinner.   Might even have a speaker or two.Dinner is served …..  We'll be playing RV Flying Utubes and Travel Videos during dinner.   Might even have a speaker or two.

7:30 PM ish Welcome comments and first rounds of RV Bingo!Welcome comments and first rounds of RV Bingo!Welcome comments and first rounds of RV Bingo!Welcome comments and first rounds of RV Bingo!

Naturally, we'll have several rounds of RV Bingo plus some games of skill and daring …. Mostly daring to see any skill at all !Naturally, we'll have several rounds of RV Bingo plus some games of skill and daring …. Mostly daring to see any skill at all !Naturally, we'll have several rounds of RV Bingo plus some games of skill and daring …. Mostly daring to see any skill at all !Naturally, we'll have several rounds of RV Bingo plus some games of skill and daring …. Mostly daring to see any skill at all !

All of the entertainment will be provided by you and your new RV buddies.  Meet, mingle, have fun!All of the entertainment will be provided by you and your new RV buddies.  Meet, mingle, have fun!All of the entertainment will be provided by you and your new RV buddies.  Meet, mingle, have fun!All of the entertainment will be provided by you and your new RV buddies.  Meet, mingle, have fun!

8:30 PM ish Shuttles will begin returning Campers to Campground after last rounds of RV Bingo

Call Vic Larrocca for Transportation NeedsCall Vic Larrocca for Transportation NeedsCall Vic Larrocca for Transportation NeedsCall Vic Larrocca for Transportation Needs

501-690-0416501-690-0416501-690-0416501-690-0416

Call the RCC Desk for Room Info at the Conference CenterCall the RCC Desk for Room Info at the Conference CenterCall the RCC Desk for Room Info at the Conference CenterCall the RCC Desk for Room Info at the Conference Center

501727-5435501727-5435501727-5435501727-5435

Call anyone on this list for anything else :-) Call anyone on this list for anything else :-) Call anyone on this list for anything else :-) Call anyone on this list for anything else :-) 

TRANSPORT - Call       Vic Larocca    501-690-0416

Anything Else Anytime - Call        Bill Schlatterer    501-590-9646
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Friday Lunch is at the Campground!    11:30 AM  to  2:00 PMFriday Lunch is at the Campground!    11:30 AM  to  2:00 PMFriday Lunch is at the Campground!    11:30 AM  to  2:00 PMFriday Lunch is at the Campground!    11:30 AM  to  2:00 PM

Friday Dinner is at the Rockefeller Lodge   -   Serving starts at 7:00  ( It's a party … all attend )Friday Dinner is at the Rockefeller Lodge   -   Serving starts at 7:00  ( It's a party … all attend )Friday Dinner is at the Rockefeller Lodge   -   Serving starts at 7:00  ( It's a party … all attend )Friday Dinner is at the Rockefeller Lodge   -   Serving starts at 7:00  ( It's a party … all attend )

Saturday Breakfast is at the Campground for campers and at the Lodge for Lodgers!Saturday Breakfast is at the Campground for campers and at the Lodge for Lodgers!Saturday Breakfast is at the Campground for campers and at the Lodge for Lodgers!Saturday Breakfast is at the Campground for campers and at the Lodge for Lodgers!

Saturday Lunch is at the Campground …. Burgers, Dogs, Brats, and …..Saturday Lunch is at the Campground …. Burgers, Dogs, Brats, and …..Saturday Lunch is at the Campground …. Burgers, Dogs, Brats, and …..Saturday Lunch is at the Campground …. Burgers, Dogs, Brats, and …..

Saturday Dinner is at the Campground …. Serving starts at 6:00 PM  (Dusk)Saturday Dinner is at the Campground …. Serving starts at 6:00 PM  (Dusk)Saturday Dinner is at the Campground …. Serving starts at 6:00 PM  (Dusk)Saturday Dinner is at the Campground …. Serving starts at 6:00 PM  (Dusk)

Sunday Breakfast is a full spread at the Campground.  Check out and head that way!Sunday Breakfast is a full spread at the Campground.  Check out and head that way!Sunday Breakfast is a full spread at the Campground.  Check out and head that way!Sunday Breakfast is a full spread at the Campground.  Check out and head that way!

FLYINGFLYINGFLYINGFLYING

General Fun Flying!  Tour the area, it's nice to fly off the north edge into the river valley and around the Point!General Fun Flying!  Tour the area, it's nice to fly off the north edge into the river valley and around the Point!General Fun Flying!  Tour the area, it's nice to fly off the north edge into the river valley and around the Point!General Fun Flying!  Tour the area, it's nice to fly off the north edge into the river valley and around the Point!

Formation flights in the afternoon depending on requests, time, and what everyone wants to do!Formation flights in the afternoon depending on requests, time, and what everyone wants to do!Formation flights in the afternoon depending on requests, time, and what everyone wants to do!Formation flights in the afternoon depending on requests, time, and what everyone wants to do!

Saturday Schedule  'ishSaturday Schedule  'ishSaturday Schedule  'ishSaturday Schedule  'ish

7:30 AM Breakfast For Breakfast For Breakfast For Breakfast For Campers!Campers!Campers!Campers!  Coffee is on   Coffee is on   Coffee is on   Coffee is on at the campgroundat the campgroundat the campgroundat the campground.  Breakfast is getting started!.  Breakfast is getting started!.  Breakfast is getting started!.  Breakfast is getting started!

7:30 AM ish Breakfast For Breakfast For Breakfast For Breakfast For Lodgers!Lodgers!Lodgers!Lodgers!  Continental Style Breakfast   Continental Style Breakfast   Continental Style Breakfast   Continental Style Breakfast at the Lodgeat the Lodgeat the Lodgeat the Lodge for all Logders!    ( 7:30 ish to 9:00 ish ) for all Logders!    ( 7:30 ish to 9:00 ish ) for all Logders!    ( 7:30 ish to 9:00 ish ) for all Logders!    ( 7:30 ish to 9:00 ish )

8:00 AM First Shuttle to the Airport beginsFirst Shuttle to the Airport beginsFirst Shuttle to the Airport beginsFirst Shuttle to the Airport begins.  Runs continously all day!

8:00 AM ish Registration is openRegistration is openRegistration is openRegistration is open from 8:00  until we quit!  Everyone needs to register and get nametags.  Those are your meal tickets :-)

We will schedule Petit Jean Point Picture flights with our photographer on the point …. Dan Valovich.  He will be there 9-12 and 1-3.We will schedule Petit Jean Point Picture flights with our photographer on the point …. Dan Valovich.  He will be there 9-12 and 1-3.We will schedule Petit Jean Point Picture flights with our photographer on the point …. Dan Valovich.  He will be there 9-12 and 1-3.We will schedule Petit Jean Point Picture flights with our photographer on the point …. Dan Valovich.  He will be there 9-12 and 1-3.

See us at the registration table for details!See us at the registration table for details!See us at the registration table for details!See us at the registration table for details!

9:00 AM SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARP First Shuttle to the First Shuttle to the First Shuttle to the First Shuttle to the trailstrailstrailstrails if we have a group.   The longest trial is about 3 - 3.5  hours so everyone should be off by 12:30 ish for lunch! 

Gather up at in the front campground area and form groups based on which trails you want to hike.   We just need to know who is 

going and where they want to be dropped off so we know who is supposed to be picked up and approximatley when.

Serving Lunch until 1:30 for those on the trails.

9:30 AM ish Intro to Formation Flight Discussion under the Dinner Tent.Intro to Formation Flight Discussion under the Dinner Tent.Intro to Formation Flight Discussion under the Dinner Tent.Intro to Formation Flight Discussion under the Dinner Tent.  Basic introduction and discussion of what you might see in a demo ride.

If we have enough interest, we will try to schedule ride-along demo flights on Saturday!  There will be some formation flying Saturday afternoon.

Alll ride-alongs must sign a separate full liablity release up front for any formation flight !

10:00 AM ish Shuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile MuesemShuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile MuesemShuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile MuesemShuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile Muesem.  We will leave you for one one hour and pick you up at 11:00.   If you like, we will take you to 

Petit Jean Overlook where the flight pictures are being taken.

OR Shuttle to various Scenic OverlooksOR Shuttle to various Scenic OverlooksOR Shuttle to various Scenic OverlooksOR Shuttle to various Scenic Overlooks depending on the requests.

11:30 AM ish Lunch is served!Lunch is served!Lunch is served!Lunch is served!  Burgers, Dogs, Brats plus all the fixings.  Made to order!

Lunch at the campground is in the package but if you want to go to Mather Lodge for Lunch, please see the folks in Orange Transport Vests.

1:00 PM SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARP Second Shuttle to the Second Shuttle to the Second Shuttle to the Second Shuttle to the trailstrailstrailstrails if we have a group.   The longest trial is about 3 hours so everyone has to be off the trails by 5:00 PM for safety!

Gather up at in the front campground area and form groups based on which trails you want to hike.   We just need to know who is 

going and where they want to be dropped off so we know who is supposed to be picked up and approximatley when.

There are short trails available as wellThere are short trails available as wellThere are short trails available as wellThere are short trails available as well.  Some as short as  30 minutes as well as stops at Mather Lodge.

2:00 PM SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARP Shuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile MuesemShuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile MuesemShuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile MuesemShuttle(s) to the Rockfeller Automobile Muesem.  We will leave you for one one hour and pick you up at 3:00.   If you like, we will take you to 

Petit Jean Overlook where the flight pictures are being taken.

Possible Formation Possible Formation Possible Formation Possible Formation OrientationOrientationOrientationOrientation Ride-Along Flights.  This depends entirely on the requests and availability of FFI Carded Pilots. Ride-Along Flights.  This depends entirely on the requests and availability of FFI Carded Pilots. Ride-Along Flights.  This depends entirely on the requests and availability of FFI Carded Pilots. Ride-Along Flights.  This depends entirely on the requests and availability of FFI Carded Pilots.

2:45 PM ish Drop off at Mather Lodge for shopping and look seeDrop off at Mather Lodge for shopping and look seeDrop off at Mather Lodge for shopping and look seeDrop off at Mather Lodge for shopping and look see.  Shuttle will pick up Museum folks and get you on the next trip!

2:55 PM SHARPSHARPSHARPSHARP Shuttle to Rockfeller MuseumShuttle to Rockfeller MuseumShuttle to Rockfeller MuseumShuttle to Rockfeller Museum if any interested and pick up of the 2:00 PM group!and pick up of the 2:00 PM group!and pick up of the 2:00 PM group!and pick up of the 2:00 PM group!

Shuttles run from Lodge to Campground for Dinner.Shuttles run from Lodge to Campground for Dinner.Shuttles run from Lodge to Campground for Dinner.Shuttles run from Lodge to Campground for Dinner.  Full sit down BBQ dinner spread, with games, entertainment, and Grand Prize Raffle!

This is BYOBeverage(s)

3-4:00  PM ish Possible Formation Flight Exibitions which will be visible from the Campground.  Pull up a chair, it should be good!Possible Formation Flight Exibitions which will be visible from the Campground.  Pull up a chair, it should be good!Possible Formation Flight Exibitions which will be visible from the Campground.  Pull up a chair, it should be good!Possible Formation Flight Exibitions which will be visible from the Campground.  Pull up a chair, it should be good!

4:30 PM ish Ramp Games and just hanging around while you watch adult men and women formate'ing at high speed and low altitude …. All legal!Ramp Games and just hanging around while you watch adult men and women formate'ing at high speed and low altitude …. All legal!Ramp Games and just hanging around while you watch adult men and women formate'ing at high speed and low altitude …. All legal!Ramp Games and just hanging around while you watch adult men and women formate'ing at high speed and low altitude …. All legal!

5:00 PM  ish Expecting everyone off the trials and back to the Campground for dinner 6:00 PM

6:00 PM ish Dinner is served …..Dinner is served …..Dinner is served …..Dinner is served …..

6:45 PM6:45 PM6:45 PM6:45 PM ishishishish or whenever it fells right time :-)or whenever it fells right time :-)or whenever it fells right time :-)or whenever it fells right time :-) Rafffle and Auction Fun under the BIG TOP.   Rafffle and Auction Fun under the BIG TOP.   Rafffle and Auction Fun under the BIG TOP.   Rafffle and Auction Fun under the BIG TOP.   

7:30 PM ish Campers get the fires lit up, pull up a chair, and have a great evening around the campfire!    Star gazing on the ramp!Campers get the fires lit up, pull up a chair, and have a great evening around the campfire!    Star gazing on the ramp!Campers get the fires lit up, pull up a chair, and have a great evening around the campfire!    Star gazing on the ramp!Campers get the fires lit up, pull up a chair, and have a great evening around the campfire!    Star gazing on the ramp!

Casual RV Gathering at the Presidents Lodge !   Just hang out and sip something!  Soft Drinks / Mixers / Stuff availableCasual RV Gathering at the Presidents Lodge !   Just hang out and sip something!  Soft Drinks / Mixers / Stuff availableCasual RV Gathering at the Presidents Lodge !   Just hang out and sip something!  Soft Drinks / Mixers / Stuff availableCasual RV Gathering at the Presidents Lodge !   Just hang out and sip something!  Soft Drinks / Mixers / Stuff available

Shuttles will begin returning Lodgers to Conference Center!   Shuttles will begin returning Lodgers to Conference Center!   Shuttles will begin returning Lodgers to Conference Center!   Shuttles will begin returning Lodgers to Conference Center!   

Sunday MorningSunday MorningSunday MorningSunday Morning

7:30 AM Shuttles begin taking Lodgers back to Campground for Full Heavy Breakfast and Departures.

Breakfast will be Biscuits & Gravy, Eggs, Sausage,  Cheese, Tortillas, Salsas, as well as Pastries and Fruit

Smile as you leave….. We'll try to get one final parting picture!   Thanks for coming to the Gathering!  Hope you had fun and made a friend!


